Towards a conceptual framework of the working alliance in a blended low-intensity cognitive behavioural therapy intervention for depression in primary mental health care: a qualitative study
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ABSTRACT

Objectives To examine and adapt a conceptual framework of the working alliance (WA) in the context of a low-intensity blended (psychological well-being practitioner (PWP) plus computerised program) cognitive behavioural therapy intervention (b-CBT) for depression.

Design Patient involvement was enlisted to collaboratively shape the design of the project from the onset, before data collection. In-depth semi-structured interviews were carried out with participants who experienced b-CBT as part of the E-compared trial. A thematic analysis was conducted using a constant comparative method informed by grounded theory.

Setting Recruitment was carried out in four psychological primary care services across the UK.

Participants Nineteen trial participants with major depressive disorder who completed at least one computerised program and face-to-face session with a PWP in the b-CBT arm were recruited to the study.

Results Qualitative interviews that were guided by WA theory and patient involvement, revealed four themes: (1) a healthcare provider (PWP and computerised program) with good interpersonal competencies for building a working relationship with the client (’bond’); (2) collaborative efforts between the client and the provider to appropriately identify what the client hopes to achieve through therapy (’goals’); (3) the selection of acceptable therapeutic activities that address client goals and the availability of responsive support (’task’) and (4) the promotion of active engagement and autonomous problem solving (’usability heuristics’). Participants described how the PWP and computerised program uniquely and collectively contributed to different WA needs.

Conclusions This study is the first to offer a preliminary conceptual framework of WA in b-CBT for depression, and how such demands can be addressed through blended PWP-computerised program delivery. These findings can be used to promote WA in technological design and clinical practice, thereby promoting engagement to b-CBT interventions and effective deployment of practitioner and program resources.

Trial registration number ISRCTN12388725.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Patient involvement enabled the project aims to be grounded in the needs and interests of people who have experienced mental health service-use, in order to enhance the application of the findings.
- Bordin’s theory was specifically selected to examine the working alliance (WA) in blended cognitive behavioural therapy, due to the theory’s comprehensive description, pan-theoretical nature, and openness to adaptation to accommodate different therapeutic formats.
- The studies’ sample is limited to 19 individuals with a primary diagnosis of mild-to-moderate depression, who mostly reporting moderate-to-high WA, and were largely male, British white and university educated individuals. This thereby restricts the generalisability of our findings.
- Exposure to only one type of digital program may have influenced participants’ experience of WA (eg, a computerised platform that does not work adequately might generate more data on the importance of ‘ease of use’, than one that does), limiting the breadth of data collected on WA.
- Efforts were made to strengthen the conceptual framework through a topic guide that was informed by Bordin’s WA theory, patient involvement input and a data analysis approach which avoided surface-level themes specific to technological design.

INTRODUCTION

Mental health conditions impact one in six people in Europe, resulting in an estimated economic burden of over €600 billion.1 The treatment gap in the region remains high with 35%–50% of people experiencing mental health concerns not accessing treatment.1 The wide disparity between mental healthcare needs and access to services has prompted calls for the strategic deployment
of technology to facilitate and expand access to mental health services at a lower cost.2 3 In the past decade, an increasing number of studies have investigated the efficacy of computerised cognitive behavioural therapy (c-CBT), a type of digital intervention that delivers CBT via interactive presentation features.1 The implementation of c-CBT is generally either unguided (led by a computerised program with no external support), guided (led by a computerised program and typically supported by a non-specialist facilitator) or blended (led by a therapist, incorporating a c-CBT program, or led by a c-CBT program and supported by a therapist), with the latter approach offering the highest level of human support.4 5

The evidence for c-CBT has demonstrated equal benefits to face-to-face CBT for a range of mental health conditions.3 However, these findings largely hold true when digital psychotherapies are guided by a human facilitator. Higher support from a therapist or another human facilitator appears to be associated with better adherence and clinical outcomes.6 The effects of human support on engagement with c-CBT raises important questions about mechanisms that support positive change. This has led scholars to consider the applicability of established mechanisms of change derived from conventional psychotherapies, to ‘blended’ formats. Particular interest has centred on the construct of the client-therapist alliance (the use of the ‘alliance’ as a singular, broadly refers to the client-therapist alliance, and not to a specific variation – eg, therapeutic alliance, working alliance, helping alliance etc – which have distinct theoretical underpinnings).7 8 While the concept of the alliance has taken root in a number of psychotherapeutic approaches, Edward Bordin9 drew on their commonalities to formulate a pan-theoretical theory called the working alliance (WA) defined as:

a client seeking change and the therapist offering to act as a change agent that [incorporates] a mutual understanding and agreement about change goals and the necessary tasks to move forward these goals along with the establishment of bonds to maintain the partners’ work.10 (p. 13)

Here, the ‘task’ refers to an agreed-upon contract that specifies the activities used to work on the client’s goals. ‘Goals’ entails the exploration and review of what the client wants to achieve in therapy, while the ‘bond’ relates to the perceived compatibility between the client and the therapist, and the partnership that stems from shared activities.9 10 Central to Bordin’s9 10 conceptualisation is the collaboration and consensus between the therapist and the client, in order to promote meaningful engagement in therapy.

The alliance has consistently been found to predict positive therapeutic outcomes. A keystone meta-analytic review found that the therapeutic alliance accounted for more variance (30%) than the therapeutic technique (15%) and therapy expectancy (15%).11 This alliance-outcome relationship finding was mirrored in recent meta-analyses, one of 191 varied therapeutic studies (r=0.28 (95% CI 0.25 to 0.30)),12 and another focusing on CBT interventions for depression (r=0.26 (95% CI 0.19 to 0.32)).13

A growing body of literature appears to indicate that the quality of the alliance in guided internet-based psychotherapy programmes and blended (b)-CBT may be equal to or better than traditional formats of face-to-face therapy.14–16 There is also evidence to suggest that the client-reported alliance in guided c-CBT is directly associated with treatment outcome.17 18 However, some literature appears to suggest that c-CBT may place different demands on the alliance. A narrative review evaluating WA in supported c-CBT found that while significant associations were found between the task and goals subscales of WA and treatment outcome, none was found for the bond subscale.18 Qualitative research on the alliance in unguided mental health interventions also indicate that c-CBT may offer additional alliance benefits such as higher control and autonomy.19 20

Taken together, these findings underscore the importance of developing a guiding framework for understanding the nature of WA in b-CBT, amid a gradual movement towards shared mental healthcare delivery between human practitioners and digital technology.21 Our study therefore aims to examine the WA demands through patient involvement and participant qualitative interviews, to adapt Bordin’s9 10 conceptualisation of WA for a b-CBT intervention for depression.22

METHODS

Patient and public involvement

Patient advisors were enlisted at a preresearch data collection stage to collaboratively examine WA in a c-CBT program without human support. Patient advisors were not involved in the recruitment of participants or of conducting the study. Patient involvement included 11 advisors with experience of mental health service-use for mild-to-moderate depression (n=7), anxiety (n=1) and severe mental health conditions (n=3). It should be noted that patient involvement was enlisted before the focus of the project was finalised, therefore people with a range of lived experiences were invited to be involved. Advisors attended two meetings in the summer of 2015. The first meeting consisted of a comprehensive pre-involvement preparation briefing, to provide advisors with the knowledge and skills that would enable optimal conditions for their involvement.23 Advisors were also provided with access to a c-CBT program for depression called Moodbuster (program used on the E-compared trial).5 which they were encouraged to test and review in their own time to provide context for discussion.23 Advisors voluntarily tested all components of the Moodbuster intervention between meetings. In the second meeting, advisors were split into three small focus group discussion interviews, to facilitate the sharing of personal experiences and enable a higher level of opportunities to participate.24 Discussions
at home. The low-intensity PWP in the clinic encouraged participants to use the computerised program in different ways. The PWP could introduce modules, review the client’s progress on the modules, or guide the client on the use of specific modules. Face-to-face sessions in the clinic were alternated with Moodbuster sessions away from the clinic, however there was flexibility in the sequence of the delivery mode and the order in which the modules were completed, including opportunities for the PWP to use bespoke tasks. Additional information about the trial and the b-CBT intervention can be accessed from the E-compared trial protocol by Kleiboer et al.

Participants

E-compared participants from the UK were invited to take part in qualitative interviews. Trial participants aged 18 years or older with a clinical diagnosis of major depressive disorder were enrolled in the study. People with substance abuse, suicidal tendencies, other severe psychiatric disorders, cognitive disability or people who had insufficient knowledge of English were excluded. Psychiatric diagnoses were confirmed by the MINI International Neuropsychiatric Interview V.5.0. Participants who: (a) provided written consent to the qualitative interviews when they enrolled on the trial (n=101); (b) were randomised to the b-CBT arm (n=49) and (c) had completed at least one computerised module and face-to-face session (n=42) were purposively sampled to be representative of the b-CBT arm, in relation to their sex, age and recruitment site. Altogether, 26 out of 42 people were invited to take part in the qualitative study, with 19 reconsenting to participate. Reasons for non-consent included scheduling conflicts (n=2), non-response to invitation (n=4), and change in eligibility status due to erroneous information about treatment arm allocation (n=1). This case was discovered during the interview, and corroborated with the E-compared UK trial manager after the interview. Data for this participant were not analysed.

Procedure

E-compared participants were invited to take part in face-to-face individual semi-structured qualitative interviews, at least 2 weeks after they completed their course of therapy on the trial. This was to provide participants with enough time to reflect on their experience of the b-CBT intervention. Potential participants were invited to take part in interviews about their experience of b-CBT, and were emailed a patient information sheet following their initial correspondence with the research team. Participants were provided with at least 48 hours to read and consolidate the information, before they were followed up and booked in for a qualitative interview at an acceptable time and place. Written consent for their participation, and permission to audio record interviews, were sought again prior to starting the interviews. Participants were also reminded of their right to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. Data collection took place...
until saturation was reached. The study adopted Corbin and Strauss’s definition of saturation, which is described as the point where further data collection becomes ‘counterproductive’, and where ‘new’ themes do not add anything to the overall narrative of the story. Saturation was monitored through writing memos after each interview, in which information on both existing and novel emerging themes from the interview were noted.

**Measures**

Data collected on self-reported WA and depression questionnaires on the E-compared trial were reported to further describe participant characteristics (in addition to sociodemographic data) to provide insights into the level WA and depression symptoms experienced by participants on this study. Self-reported WA was assessed through the Working Alliance Inventory Short Form-Client (WAI-SF-C). Scores for the 12 items on WAI-SF-C range between 12 and 60. Scores were divided into three groups to produce a low-range (12–28), medium-range (29–44) and high-range (45–60) to indicate the level of WA reported by each participant. Higher scores indicate better WA. Self-reported depression was assessed through the PHQ-9. Scores for the nine items on the PHQ-9 range between 0 and 27. Higher scores indicate more severe symptoms. Data were collected during the trial’s 3-month follow-up assessments.

**Guiding framework**

Our study adopted Edward Bordin’s theory to examine WA in the context of b-CBT for three reasons. The first relates to the generalisable nature of the theory. While the concept of the alliance stemmed from psychodynamic theory in 1912, it has since been incorporated in various therapeutic approaches, leading to heterogeneity in the way the concept is defined. In 1979, Bordin attempted to unify the way the alliance is defined, by proposing a pan-theoretical conceptualisation that drew on the key features of all therapeutic approaches. Second, Bordin’s theory is operationalised as task focused, and therefore offers a suitable fit for task-orientated psychological approaches such as CBT. Third, the theory is open to adaptation. Bordin suggested that while a pan-theoretical approach allowed the basic measurement of the bond, goals and task to produce beneficial therapeutic change, he also suggested that the ideal alliance ‘profile’ is likely to be different across therapeutic approaches and interventions.

**Data collection**

Data collection took place between October 2016 and July 2017 across four primary care mental health services in the UK. Qualitative interviews were adopted to enable a detailed examination of the participant’s personal experiences and perspectives of WA within the context of receiving b-CBT. The study predominately included a deductive approach to exploring WA that was guided by Bordin’s theoretical framework, while remaining open to novel or unexpected new themes. On average, participant interviews lasted around 47 min. Interviews were conducted in a confidential setting within a university campus or the health service which the participant was recruited from. All interviews were audio-recorded using an Olympus digital voice recorder WS-852 and transcribed to produce orthographic verbal verbatim. AD (female) conducted the qualitative interviews, was a PhD candidate with experience of conducting and analysing qualitative data. Semi-structured interviews with a conversational technique were used to achieve a balance between the need for consistency of questioning across participants, and the ability to explore topics that are important to the participant. During interviews there was also scope to allow topics covered to evolve iteratively based on the emerging data. The development of an interview topic guide was guided by patient involvement input and WA theory. The initial topic guide was used to suggest topics of discussion, and not as a definitive framework to limit conversations. As the data collection progressed, the topic guides evolved iteratively based on emerging themes. Subsequent interviews were therefore influenced by interviews that previously took place, providing opportunities to validate and refute interpretations.

**Data analysis**

A preliminary data analysis took place alongside early interviews, allowing subsequent interviews to progress iteratively. Memos were written after each interview, to aid the preliminary analysis and iterative adaptation of the topic guide and to propose possible relationships between codes. Thematic analysis was adopted due to the theoretical flexibility, as well as the ‘thick descriptions’ afforded by the approach. The data analysis incorporated a constant comparative method from grounded theory, to enable the analyst to search for new theoretical models that are grounded in empirical data and to enhance the trustworthiness of data.

The lead analyst (AD) commenced the data analysis by reading through the transcripts, while listening to the audio-recording and reading the corresponding memos. The analyst then actively re-read the data, searching for meaning and noted down initial concepts. Data were coded line-by-line. Codes were generated by searching for interesting features across the entire dataset and collating data relevant to each code segments. The emerging codes were clustered into categories and labelled thematically. Once the data were initially coded and collated, the analyst commenced searching for themes that were compatible with Bordin’s WA theory and patient involvement input, while also searching for novel alliance concepts. Themes were located at a latent level, to delve beyond the semantic content of the data, to identify and examine underlying ideas, assumptions, conceptualisation and ideologies that theorise semantic content of the data. The initial codes were gradually merged into broader categories through comparison across transcripts, to identify overarching themes. The themes were
then reviewed to ensure that the codes cohere together meaningfully, while maintaining a clear and identifiable distinction with no overlap between the themes. Finally, the themes were reviewed to consider their relationship to the overall thematic map. Once a thematic ‘map’ was identified, the findings were developed into a conceptual framework of WA in b-CBT.

Two other members of the research team (CF and DM), who are highly familiar with qualitative methodologies and Bordin’s WA theory, read through 20% of all transcripts and reviewed all supporting quotes across all phases of the analysis, so that close to half of the transcripts were reviewed. Discrepancies were discussed and reconciled. The final framework was discussed and revised over eight meetings. The entire coding process was performed using the NVivo V.11 data analysis software package. Supporting quotes were anonymised to ensure that participants and their PWP could not be identified.

To ensure the final conceptual framework accurately reflected WA (a ‘therapeutic process’) it was not confounded with early manifestations of ‘treatment outcomes’ we defined ‘therapeutic processes’ relevant to WA, and the ‘treatment outcomes’ associated with CBT. ‘Therapeutic process’ was defined as ‘actions, experiences and relatedness of the client and the therapist in therapy sessions...’. We a priori extended the use of the term ‘therapy session’ to include face-to-face and digital delivery in the context of blended therapy. Horvath et al. noted three ways of defining the outcome in psychotherapy including: (a) the core value attributed to the outcome by the client, (b) the importance of the outcome in the theoretical framework of the therapist, and (c) the utility of the outcome (eg, the technique) to promote other outcomes that are valued. We defined outcome in relation to definitions b and c to enable a standardised definition that does not vary from client-to-client (ie, definition a). We a priori defined the outcomes of CBT as the alleviation of distress (b) through helping the client to develop more adaptive cognitions and behaviours (c). The final conceptual framework was reviewed in light of the aforementioned definitions by members of the research team. Themes and subthemes that were judged to correspond with the definition of ‘treatment outcome’ were removed. We used the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research checklist when reporting our findings.

**RESULTS**

**Description of sample**

An exploration of WA in b-CBT was undertaken through 19 qualitative interviews with participants who experienced b-CBT in the treatment arm of the E-compared trial. Participants were aged between 19 and 67 years (mean=34.47 years, SD=14.44 years), were largely male (n=13), white British or white other (n=12) and university educated (n=12) (full sample characteristics are presented in Table 1). All interviews were conducted face-to-face apart from one, which was completed by phone.

Saturation appeared to be reached by the 16th interview. Another three interviews were carried out to ensure that the selected saturation cut-off point had been accurately identified and to further validate interpretations. Tables 2–4 show that the main themes were endorsed by 89%–100% of participants, indicating that the selected saturation cut-off point was sufficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Mean (SD) or percentage (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td>34.47 (14.44), range 19–67 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male)</td>
<td>69% (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>5% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living together</td>
<td>11% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>63% (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>21% (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest educational level completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school, equivalent</td>
<td>11% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleague, equivalent</td>
<td>26% (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree or higher</td>
<td>63% (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British white or white other</td>
<td>63.1% (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African/Caribbean/Black British</td>
<td>5.3% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Asian British (any other Asian)</td>
<td>21% (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed or multiple ethnic group</td>
<td>5.3% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5.3% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention completion level*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed course of b-CBT</td>
<td>63.2% (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete course of b-CBT</td>
<td>36.8% (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAI-SF-C†</td>
<td>46.29 (SD=10.21), score range 27–60 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High WAI-SF-C</td>
<td>Score range 47–60 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium WAI-SF-C</td>
<td>Score range 31–41 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low WAI-SF-C</td>
<td>Score 27 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No score</td>
<td>7.8 (6.87), score range 1–22 (n=18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Intervention completion level: a complete course of b-CBT refers to the completion of four mandatory Moodbuster modules (psychological education, behavioural activation, cognitive restructuring and relapse prevention), while an incomplete course of b-CBT course refers to the non-completion of the four mandatory Moodbuster modules.
†Four participants did not provide data for this questionnaire during their 3-month follow-up assessment.

b-CBT, blended plus cognitive behavioural therapy; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire-9; WAI-SF-C, Working Alliance Inventory Short Form-Client.
Table 2: Theme 1, bond subtheme descriptions and supporting quotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme, percentage of sample endorsed (n) and description</th>
<th>Supporting quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 1: bond, 89%, (17)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Feeling understood, 74% (14)</td>
<td>P12, high-range WAI-SF-C score: “My therapist did make a real effort to try and get to know me, try to maybe get to know what made me tick and why I was feeling how I did, rather than just assuming this is what you need without … taking into account maybe what I as a person, personally needed”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PWP’s ability to make the client feel understood. This requires the PWP to closely listen to the client, comprehend what is being said and demonstrate empathic awareness and insight into the client’s concerns.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Genuineness, 32% (6)</td>
<td>P9, low WAI-SF-C score: “To be honest, I kind of felt like she (PWP) was fake…Every time I’d say something there would be an, ahh, it just felt not genuine at all, that she was just saying it because she thought I felt down…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PWP’s efforts to help the client, that are perceived as genuine and authentic, as opposed to procedural or routine.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. Partnership, 74% (14)</td>
<td>P12, high-range WAI-SF-C score: “I feel like she, as I said earlier, took the time to get to know me and … what I was currently doing, so it did feel like she kind of knew me on an individual level, rather than just being the patient”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability of the client and PWP to achieve a working relationship that is akin to a friendship. Such a partnership is characterised by trust, empathy, feeling liked and feeling cared for.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PWP, psychological well-being practitioner; WAI-SF-C, Working Alliance Inventory Short Form-Client.

**Conceptual framework of WA in b-CBT**

A thematic analysis with a constant comparative method revealed multifaceted WA demands which show that the work of building WA in b-CBT involved a symbiotic effort by the PWP and the digital program, to actively engage the client to meaningful therapeutic activities and to promote self-discovery and commitment to the intervention. Such demands can be grouped into four overarching WA themes, (1) ‘bond’, (2) ‘goals’, (3) ‘task’ (in line with Bordin’s WA theory categories) and (4) ‘usability heuristics’ (a newly emerging theme) (see figure 1 for a summary of the main themes and subthemes).

**Theme 1: bond**

The ‘bond’ is defined as a set of mental healthcare provider (including both the PWP and computerised program) competencies that enable a working relationship to be established and maintained with a client. Participants unanimously reported that a human therapist was the most important facilitator for building the bond in a b-CBT context. This was because participants valued qualities of ‘humanity’ and ‘responsiveness’ attributed to a human therapist. Through a process in which participants appeared to compare and contrast the strengths of the digital program with the PWP, most participants questioned the ‘meaningfulness’ of interacting with a digital platform that was incapable of understanding or responding to a client’s needs as demonstrated by the following quote:

an app is like a machine, it’s not personal at all. I think it’s good to have some element[s] of talking to a human about this kind of thing because I think you want reassurance as well, which you wouldn’t get from an app and if you did it would just be responses built in. (P8, low-range WAI-SF-C)

Data from participant interviews revealed three broad PWP attributes considered to be important for the bond building process, namely the mental health providers’ ability to effectively demonstrate their understanding of their client’s struggles and needs (subtheme 1.1); convey that they are genuine in their endeavours towards the client (subtheme 1.2) and forge a working partnership founded on friendliness, feeling cared for, empathy and trust (subtheme 1.3) (see table 2 for subtheme descriptions and supporting quotes). Some participants elaborated on these concepts further to unearth granular insights of what it means to be in the presence of a PWP. Visually observing a PWP’s non-verbal cues was reported to be especially important for gauging abstract relational concepts such as empathic understanding (subtheme 1.1), and genuineness (subtheme 1.2). The recognition of positive non-verbal cues appeared to increase congruence between the PWP and the client (subtheme 1.3) throughout the course of therapy:

[During telephone therapy] he was like ‘mm hm, go on…so how do you feel?’ I can’t see his face. I don’t know what he was thinking. I can’t feel him. But during face-to-face [sessions] I think when I talk about something I can notice, his or her like facial expression. I know he’s listening …That make[s] me feel like talk[ing] more. (P14, WAI-SF-C score not available [WAI-SF-C scores are unavailable for participants who did not complete their online 3-month follow-up assessments on the E-compared trial])

**Theme 2: goals**

‘Goals’ refers to the collaborative work between the PWP, the client and the digital program, to appropriately identify what the client hopes to achieve through therapy (68% of sample endorsed the ‘goals’ theme, n=13). While ‘goals’ emerged as a distinct factor, it also appears to be interrelated with the ‘task’, thereby playing a fundamental...
### Table 3  Theme 3, task subtheme descriptions and supporting quotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme, percentage of sample endorsed (n) and description</th>
<th>Supporting quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 3: task 100%, (19)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity-based task, 100% (19)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.1. Personalisation, 95% (18)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level at which a client is able to tailor the therapeutic task to their individual needs. A non-personalised digital intervention was reported to negatively impact engagement. The PWP in blended-therapy can play an important role in making a generic intervention (ie, computerised CBT) as more personalised.</td>
<td><strong>P12, high-range WAI-SF-C Score:</strong> “I think it’s a bit more personalised, because I would say while the E- Compared is good, it is still, it is to an extent generic, because it can’t kind of know every single person that’s watching the video, so whereas the therapists can kind of get an idea of you, your story, your journey, what’s maybe led you to kind of this maybe relapse, or for you to be feeling the way you are, and you can’t maybe get that from a computer... Whereas if I’m hearing it from the person, I’m going to take a bit more notice, but then if I’m just hearing it from the computer, where it will say that to everyone watching the video”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.2. Usefulness, 95% (18)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A useful task was defined as one that promotes new learning, reflection and is effective in creating desired change in the client’s life.</td>
<td><strong>P4, medium-range WAI-S-C score:</strong> “But like the modules themselves, feelings-wise they were often quite helpful for clarifying stuff. Like I usually came out the other end feeling better or more kind of composed...it would kind of shape how I was seeing things. So like if I, you know learnt about thought distortions, I’d kind of go in with that knowledge and be able to kind of talk about it...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.3. Complementary, 84% (16)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to experience complementary tasks in face-to-face therapy and on the digital platform as continuous and cohesive, as opposed to stilted and disjoint. Knowing what to expect from the respective components of blended therapy was reported to help the client optimise the benefits sought from different components of therapy.</td>
<td><strong>P16, medium working alliance:</strong> “I was finding it really hard to leave the house so that whole thought of going to therapy was quite difficult in the very beginning, so it did take me a couple of sessions to really start talking to (therapist) and opening up but because I had this online support I found it easier to open up to (therapist) so maybe instead of you know, two sessions it would have taken four or five”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responsive support task, 100% (19)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.4. Accountability, 79% (15)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The availability of a figure of authority that the client can (positively) feel responsible towards, as a means of garnering motivation to work on therapeutic activities. For the process of accountability to positively impact the client’s motivation, a PWP is required to demonstrate their knowledge of the client’s progress and provide feedback accordingly.</td>
<td><strong>P19, medium-range WAI-S-C score:</strong> “Well, to me, I saw it like homework, you’ve got to get it done otherwise you get into trouble, not that I would have got in trouble, but do you know what I mean, you’re sort of motivated that way. And there is the other, the embarrassment of going in and saying ‘oh yeah, I didn’t do the modules’ and then you feel really about that big and you know, someone’s trying to help you and you haven’t bothered to do your bit kind of thing. So that was a motivation in itself”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.5. Guidance, 89% (17)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The provision of guidance and reassurance on the therapeutic tasks by a PWP. The PWP’s intuition, expertise, interpretation and foresight is especially considered as helpful in addressing salient issues that would not have otherwise been communicated by the client.</td>
<td><strong>P10, high-range WAI-SF-C Score:</strong> “When you speak to your therapist, obviously she’s had a lot of different scenarios with a lot of different people, she’s got the experience and the know-how, and then obviously how I’m looking at it thinking the module’s really working like this, she then says, ‘That’s really brilliant, but to then add onto that and to support you, how about if you think about that?’”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.6. Expression of feelings 100% (19)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The client’s expressed need to speak to another human being, in order to communicate issues that are pertinent to their treatment journey. In order for the client to optimally benefit, clients require the PWP to dedicate a sufficient amount of time for the activity. The amount of time required by each person appears to vary in relation to pretherapy expectations and symptom severity.</td>
<td><strong>P14, WAI-SF-C score unavailable:</strong> “I think it’s nice to have someone to talk to. It’s kind of, I think it’s important for me to express my feelings like in a private situation. Because sometimes I have, kind of I live with my partner but, you know, sometimes, you can’t talk to her”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PWP, psychological well-being practitioner; WAI-SF-C, Working Alliance Inventory Short Form-Client.
Table 4  Theme 4, usability heuristics, subtheme descriptions and supporting quotes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme, percentage of sample endorsed (n) and description</th>
<th>Supporting quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 4: usability heuristics, 100% (19)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.1. Accessibility, 95% (18)</strong></td>
<td>P10, high-range WAI-SF-C score: “Being on your own you know, in your own time and in your own safe place, your blanket, whatever you call it just allowed me personally just to open up and look at it, and then going from the start of the process to the end, … thinking positively, looking at your behaviours, looking at adding little things in and then the exercise at the end, rewarding yourself for just achieving things what I felt at the time were trivial made everything different”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability of a client to access the digital intervention at a time and place of convenience. Higher accessibility provides opportunities for the client to review and reflect on what has been learnt at a deeper level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.2. Interactivity, 63% (12)</strong></td>
<td>P6, high working alliance: “One thing immediately comes to mind, it has to be a bit more interactive I think. The client shall we say, as well I feel should be given more feedback, the results, you know when you’re scoring yourself on those, what that’s about you know, how do they interpret that score, when you’re putting your mood in on the smartphone, what’s that about you know, who’s looking at that, who’s interpreting that”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An interactive digital program that is able to react to the clients input, to produce feedback. Interactive activities were perceived as more enjoyable, and promoted a degree of accountability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.3. Ease of use, 63% (12)</strong></td>
<td>P2, high-range WAI-SF-C score: “It was really nice, I thought it was really, well very well presented I would say, and everything was just there, like for easy viewing, so you didn’t have to like go through like folders or like go deeper into the website, like it was just there, and you know, I could just easily click on what I needed to do and just follow the instructions set out on the exercises”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ease of use of the digital interface is described as a well-functioning, intuitive, digital interface which enables optimal access to the therapeutic task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.4. Aesthetic appeal, 21% (4)</strong></td>
<td>P13, medium-range WAI-SF-C score: “Yeah, and actually it became quite a bit of work just keeping up with the calendar, sort of, I found it a bit clunky, but then I worked in I.T for sixteen years...”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The appearance or appeal of the digital interface is a factor that clients use to judge the credibility of the digital intervention and which could impact their engagement to the therapeutic task.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.5. Self-directed, 79% (15)</strong></td>
<td>P3, medium-range WAI-SF-C score: “Other times it was good kind of to do a time and also independence, kind of learning to do stuff without a therapist there...I quite liked that I could, I don’t know for me because if I, I suppose it ties back into the independence thing, but because I was doing it on my own I almost proved I could do it on my own...because I feel like sometimes with a therapist you almost become like dependent on them or, it’s like being taught something, when you’re like dependent on the teacher”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The process of taking responsibility for one’s own behaviour and well-being, appears to instil clients with a sense of independence and control.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WAI-SF-C, Working Alliance Inventory Short Form-Client.

Our findings also suggested that c-CBT appeared to positively impact the client-PWP WA, through increased role in framing activity-based tasks and maintaining the client’s motivation to work towards creating change.

The goal setting actually was something that I spoke to [the PWP] quite a bit about in the session […] I was then like ‘God well what are my goals? […] what, where am I exactly going?’ (P5, higher-range WAI-SF-C score)

**Theme 3: task**

The ‘task’ refers to the careful selection and acceptability of the therapeutic activities prescribed to address the client’s presenting symptoms (‘activity-based task’), and the degree to which the support received by the healthcare provider on these activities is responsive (‘responsive support’).

The defining features of ‘activity-based task’ refers to the client’s ability to work on tasks that are: personalised and acceptable for addressing the client’s therapy goals (subtheme 3.1); useful in promoting new learning, insights and reflection (subtheme 3.2) and are complimentary across both modes of delivery (subtheme 3.3). The defining features of ‘responsive support’ relate to the provider’s (largely referring to the PWP’s role) ability to appropriately respond to a range of clients’ expressed and unexpressed needs to maintain accountability (subtheme 3.4); provide activity-based guidance (subtheme 3.5) and a safe-space for clients to express their feelings and emotions (subtheme 3.6) (see table 3 for subtheme descriptions, and supporting quotes).

The majority of participants noted the importance of experiencing the therapeutic activity as complementary across modes of delivery (subtheme 3.3). Some participants elaborated that an initial step to achieving an effective symbiotic delivery was to provide the client with an understanding of how the PWP and digital delivery contributed towards their treatment both distinctively and collectively.

Our findings also suggested that c-CBT appeared to positively impact the client-PWP WA, through increased...
opportunities to reinforce what was learnt through the digital platform, with a PWP, and vice versa, for instance:

Well I think it gave you something to do over and above the face-to-face... having the modules to go through, it reinforces what you’re talking about face-to-face and makes it easier to understand. It’s, that repetition thing isn’t it where you learn by repetition basically and that’s how I saw it working. (P17, WAI-SF-C score not available)

Theme 4: usability heuristics
The final alliance building theme identified is, ‘usability heuristics’, which refers to the process of predominantly using digital technologies to promote active engagement, self-discovery and autonomous problem solving in b-CBT. This category is a novel component to Bordin’s theory. Features that enable ‘usability heuristics’ include ubiquitous digital technologies that: increase access and immediacy to the therapeutic task (subtheme 4.1), appropriately respond to the client’s input (subtheme 4.2), are easy to use (subtheme 4.3) have aesthetic appeal (subtheme 4.4) and promotes self-directed therapy (subtheme 4.5) (see table 4 for subtheme descriptions and supporting quotes).

While PWP competencies emerged as the most important facilitator for building the alliance, almost all participants expressed that they preferred blended CBT to face-to-face alone. Some participants elaborated that their ability to access the intervention at a time and place of convenience (subthemes 4.1) further bolstered their engagement to therapeutic activities (theme 2). Participants who reported a high technological affinity suggested that the appearance (subtheme 4.4) and ease of use (subtheme 4.3) of the interface impacted their perceptions of the digital program’s credibility and therefore, their desire to engage in treatment activities.

Almost all participants reported that the digital program provided them with the tools to initiate treatment independently (subtheme 4.5), with some participants noting that they continued to use the digital program as a means of maintaining therapeutic gains once their therapy course had ended. Here, autonomous completion of the therapeutic task was described as a secure-base that allowed clients to progressively explore self-directed therapy:

it kind of reminds me of Winnicott and the Secure Base in Attachment theory in psychology, that you know, children become securely attached if they have a secure base in terms of the home and the parents.
that they can come back to, so they can go off and explore the world confidently in the knowledge that they can come back to security, and that, that helps them to develop—and it's kind of like that, I feel, with having that Moodbuster resource (digital program) there, that you can keep coming back to it ... there is a lot in there and you can keep going back and it's a sort of source of strength really. (P10, higher-range WAL-SF-C score)

Participants suggested that the blended approach prepared the client to engage in autonomous self-directed therapy, through a process of supervised autonomy.

DISCUSSION
Statement of principal findings
The results of the study present a preliminary conceptual framework of WA in b-CBT. It can be seen that Bordin’s ‘bond’, ‘goals’ and ‘task’ appear to be relevant in b-CBT, however the priorities of WA demands have shifted to meet the client needs within a blended format. Moreover, an entirely new category ‘usability heuristics’, emerged as a novel means of promoting WA through a process of self-directed discovery and autonomous problem solving. Participants also explained that different WA demands were met by the PWP (eg, client-provider bond, responsive support) and the digital program (eg, upholding goals, task and promoting usability heuristics).

Strengths and limitations of the study
To our knowledge, this study is the first to provide an account of WA in b-CBT, and insights into how different delivery roles within a blended format are used to meet different WA demands. This is especially important given that digital technologies are increasingly being used to treat mental health conditions, and that WA plays an important role in promoting positive therapeutic change. The design of our study had two key strengths. First, we used the most comprehensive and commonly used theory of the alliance. Second, involving patient involvement enabled the project to be grounded on the needs and interests of people who have experienced mental health conditions and service-use, thereby enhancing the application of our findings. There are also several limitations to be noted. Our study does not include the PWP’s perspective, which may have provided additional insights on WA in b-CBT, however, this will be explored in a separate paper. Our sample was limited to 19 individuals with a primary diagnosis of mild-to-moderate depression and who mostly reported moderate-to-high WA, were largely male, British white or white other and university educated. This thereby limits the representativeness of people seeking treatment in the UK and restricts the generalisability of our findings. Exposure to only one type of digital program, may have influenced participant’s experience of WA. For instance, a computerised platform that does not work adequately might generate more data on the importance of ‘ease of use’ than one that does. Some of these issues were pre-empted ahead of the study. Efforts were made to strengthen the conceptual framework in two ways. First, emerging participant data were guided by key literature on the alliance and patient involvement input. Second, our qualitative data analysis avoided the use of surface-level themes, such as specific technological design. Instead, latent thematic analysis was used to unearth underlying psychological processes.

Strengths and weaknesses in relation to other studies, discussing important differences in results
Participants reported that, while it was essential for therapeutic activities to be complimentary between modes of delivery, they also suggested that modes of delivery can uniquely meet different WA needs. For instance, participants unanimously fed back that the PWP played an essential role in establishing the ‘bond’. The importance of the practitioner’s role in supporting digital interventions is well documented in the literature. A 2018 study evaluating the relationship between the client, the human provider and their c-CBT program found that participants rated their overall treatment approach higher when they experienced c-CBT that was guided by a human provider compared with c-CBT that was unguided. Another study evaluating the expectations of clients and practitioners in a c-CBT intervention for depression found that personalised interactions with a therapist were key for engagement. When attempts were made to unpack the importance of the therapist’s role, participants suggested that the PWP’s physical presence facilitated the PWP’s propensity to convey important features of the bond (subthemes 1.1–1.3) through verbal and non-verbal communication. This aligns with early psychotherapy research by Karl Rogers, who proposed that a therapist’s ability to display active listening (empathic understanding, unconditional positive regard and congruent behaviour) was important for positively changing the impressions of the client’s perceived negative experiences. Neuroscientific research evaluating the impact of active listening, suggested that the participant’s recognition of active listening behaviour in another, can positively change the appraisal of an emotional episode and increased positive impressions of the active-listener. These findings appear to be unique to human-to-human interactions. One study assessing the therapeutic alliance in a digital mental health mobile application for psychosis found that the anthropomorphizing of digital devices was not accepted by clients or mental health practitioners. Given that little gains have been made to effectively deploy emotional artificial intelligence, a tool that is required for the effective biomimicry of human beings in the digital space, the exclusion or non-effective deployment of a human provider in digital psychological interventions may therefore compromise the quality of WA.

On the other hand, participants reported that while the PWP was essential for the effective delivery of CBT, they
preferred blended delivery compared with PWP delivery alone. Almost all participants reported WA benefits, in the form of engagement through desired opportunities to engage in self-directed therapy (ie, ‘usability heuristics’). Our findings are echoed in the digital mental health user-experience and the alliance literature, which indicate that digital psychotherapy can enhance the client’s perceived control, autonomy and feelings of empowerment, when sufficient human support is provided.\textsuperscript{20} The findings of our study suggest that the impact of digital delivery cannot be removed from the formation of the WA. For example, a digital program that was perceived as non-interactive appeared to limit engagement with ‘activity-based task’. Given that the program plays an important role in delivering and engaging the client to ‘activity-based task’, we argue that the inclusion of program factors that uphold existing alliance structures should therefore be accounted for in the WA framework. Our findings align with Bordin’s\textsuperscript{9,10} conceptualisation of WA, in which he proposed that the therapeutic tool cannot be disentangled from the means in which the alliance is built. This therefore suggests that the client-program WA may have an impact on the client-PWP WA, and vice-versa, contrary to research suggesting that the contribution of a digital program to WA is independent and additive.\textsuperscript{7}

The ‘task’ appears to play a central role in b-CBT, as initially theorised by Bordin.\textsuperscript{9,10} Our findings address Bordin’s\textsuperscript{10} call to distinguish between the task that is in service of ‘building WA’ (responsive support) and the task in the service of ‘change’ (activity-based task). While many of the ‘task’ subthemes appear to be novel to Bordin’s\textsuperscript{9,10} theory, with the exception of complementary tasks (subtheme 3.3), all other ‘task’ subthemes are in fact implicit in his broad conceptualisation. The integration of technology in psychotherapy has prompted a re-evaluation of the demands placed on WA by a blended psychotherapeutic format. For example, the concept of accountability is implicit and forms one of many appendages associated with the PWP’s role in building and maintaining WA. However, this concept has been propelled to the forefront as an essential ingredient for maintaining the alliance in b-CBT, in line with the ‘supportive accountability’ model for e-health proposed by Mohr \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{42}

While ‘bond’, ‘goal’, ‘task’ and ‘usability heuristic’ emerged as distinct themes, the ‘goals’ theme appears to be interlinked with ‘task’. The data from the qualitative interviews indicated that the ‘goals’ theme was grounded in goal-setting activities. This however diverges from Bordin’s\textsuperscript{9,10} description of the ‘goals’, which appears to move further, to address the PWP’s efforts to unearth the core struggles that have bought the client to psychotherapy in great detail.\textsuperscript{10} One possible reason for our findings may be explained by the time-lag between the assessment and the first therapy session, which may have led participants to only focus on their course of b-CBT and not the proceeding assessment where more in-depth explorations of the client’s struggles and goals may have taken place. On the other hand, our study is not the first to question the operational distinctiveness of ‘goals’ and ‘task’. The psychometric evaluation of the Working Alliance Inventory (based on Bordin’s\textsuperscript{9,10} WA) suggested that these concepts were highly interrelated,\textsuperscript{29} while a more recent psychometric evaluation found that goals and task did not emerge as distinct factors.\textsuperscript{43}

\textbf{Meaning of the study: possible explanations and implications for clinicians and policymakers}

Our findings address, at least in part, 3 of the 10 clinical and research priorities of digital technology in mental healthcare identified by people with lived experience of mental health conditions, carers and health and social care practitioners (see box 1).\textsuperscript{42} WA, a common element of psychotherapy appears to be both relevant and important in a b-CBT intervention for depression. Human delivery was reported as central to the maintenance of empathy, gestures and non-verbal cues, in which the PWP’s role in b-CBT may be especially helpful in establishing the bond, and developing and maintaining the client’s engagement through responsive support (Q8). Participants noted that both modes of delivery collaboratively contributed to the building of the alliance through distinctive pathways. While human support is perceived as ‘responsive’ and ‘meaningful’, digital delivery appears to promote autonomy and self-directed discovery (eg, accessibility and self-directed) which may be important for maintaining WA across ‘goal’ and ‘task’ activities (eg, ease of use, interactivity of digital program and aesthetic appeal). Our findings suggest that the removal of human support, may increase the risk of therapeutic ruptures and disengagement (Q1 and Q3). The findings of our study can be used to promote WA in technological design and clinical practice, thereby promoting engagement to b-CBT interventions for depression, and guiding the effective deployment of PWP and digital program resources.

\textbf{Unanswered questions and future research}

We propose four directions for future research. First, while our findings outline WA demands in b-CBT, it is unknown if fulfilling such demands will lead to positive clinical change. Future research should aim to investigate if self-reported WA as defined by our conceptual framework, predicts psychotherapy outcome. Second, WA
should be further explored across different computerised programs, clinical groups, higher-intensity interventions and other digital technologies (eg, virtual experiences, gamification and text-based interventions) intended for use within a blended format, especially in relation to understanding how the demands of different digital technologies shape ‘usability heuristics’. Third, our findings can be used to inform the design of behavioural intervention technology theories, as a means of enhancing engagement and adherence to digital components of blended interventions for mental health conditions. Fourth, given that digital technologies hold significant potential for bridging the gap in mental healthcare in low-resource settings, future research should examine WA in digital mental health interventions in non-Western cultures and settings.
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